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Chapter 20
Just Ground: A Social Infrastructure
for Urban Landscape Regeneration

Julie Bargmann

Art and Science Play Fair

All land is not created equal. The periphery of cities hosts polluting industries that
degrade the environment and devalue adjacent communities. Homes flood in
vulnerable lowlands and properties alongside high-impact infrastructure become
substandard. Contaminants from everyday consumption lurk beneath inner city
neighborhoods. All too often, marginalized communities live and work on this
derelict land. Poor soils, poor people. This is unjust ground.

In the particular case of lead in soils, this contaminant discriminates against
children. For example, in New Orleans lead poisoning affects lp to 307o of inner
city youth, the second highest percentage of affected children in the U.S.
(Fig. 20.1; Mielke 2005). Addressing this ubiquitous problem, the project titled
Operation: Paydirt proposes to use art and science in a symbiotic relationship to
rebuild New Orleans from below the ground up.

This artistic landscape solution depends on field-verified science to substantiate
its ambitious proposition. In turn, the scientific processes of soil remediation are
made visible by design strategies enacted in the public realm. Operating at multiple
physical scales, from integrated urban systems to individual human action,
Operation: Paydirt seeks to create an ecological and social infrastructure for making
safe and productive landscapes. The implementation strategy spans temporal dimen-
sions, from immediate effect to long-term investment, engaging local citizens with
national support in reclaiming New Orleans' urban landscape.

J. Bargmann (F:)
D.I.R.T. studio, New York, NY, USA

University of Virginia Department of Landscape Architecture,
Charlottesville, VA, USA
e-mail : dirt@dirtstudio.com
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Fig.20.1 Geography ofLead: Large amounts of lead have been accumulating in the soils ofNew
Orleans due to the prolific use of leaded gasoline and lead paint throughout the twentieth century
(Mielke et al. 1997). For over two decades, environmental toxicologist Dr. Howard Mielke has
str.rdied the implications of'lead contamination, testing and mapping lead levels throughout the city.
He has found that 40 Vc of neighborhoods are irnpacted with measures up to 1,700 mg/kg, well
above the EPA s acceptable maximum of 400 mg/kg (Mielke 2005)

Designed Experiments Get the Lead Out

Artist Mel Chin conceived Opercttion: Pat'dirt in 2006, building upon research by
Dr. Howard Mielke who has been studying the impact of lead soils in New Orleans
for over two decades. Chin's project expands upon Dr. Mielke's experiments to
reduce lead exposure by covering residential properties with 6 in. ofclean sediment
from the Mississippi River (Mielke et al. 2006; Fig. 20.2). Adding another ingredi-
ent to Dr. Mielke's treatment, Chin solicited the help of scientists who are testing a
phosphate soil amendment which combines with lead to form pyromorphite, reducing
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Fig. 20.2 Active lngredients: During times of flooding, the Mississippi River deposits tons of
sediment at the Bonne Carre Spillway, providing more than enough of the clean cover for the
86,000 contaminated residential properties city-wide (Mielke et al. 2000, 2006). Phosphates may
be obtained fiom the by-products of other common processes, such as fish meal (Apatite II)
fiom the fishing industry, or safely tested and commercialized biosolids from municipal waste
water treatment plants. These potentially local and plentiful ingredients for lead soil remediation,
along with a potential urban tree nursery, could fuel a unique industry providing jobs lost after
Hurricane Katrina

bioavailability of lead (Scheckel and Ryan 2003; Ryan et al. 2004). With the lead
'locked' in the soil and then loaded with a layer of Mississippi mud, trees are planted
to replace the vast amount of vegetation lost during Hurricane Katrina (Fig. 20.3).
This new canopy cover contributes to ongoing community initiatives to restore the
city's urban fbrest.

Bringing together a diverse body of knowledge, both national and local, the com-
bined scientific solution of the phosphate amendment topped with clean sediment
will be tested on plots in several New Orleans neighborhoods. Giving physical lbrm
to the biological processes, the Operation holds promise fbr building a living, and
lived-in, landscape of regeneration. The art and science exhibited in the public
verification sites oft'er concrete evidence that the interdependence between the two
disciplines can serve as a binding agent to connect the well-being of human
communities with the health of ecological systems in cities.
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Fig. 20,3 Mud Cakes: The three-part recipe for treatment of lead includes phosphate amendments
to thr: contaminated soils paired with a clean cover of sedlment lor added safety, and planting trees
to restore the city's lost canopy cover. This recipe is being tested in verification plots located
throughout New Orleans ncighborhoods where the scientilic remediation processes can bc demon-
strated and made visible in the public realm

Fig.20.4 Fundred Dollar Bills: Conceptual artist Mel Chin conceived of the F-undred l)ollar Bill
Pntjeu (Chin 2006: www.fundred.org) designing a template and lesson plan distributed to teachers
and children nationwide, to 'make money' for the implemcntation of Operatiort: Paydirt. An artfui
armored truck collects the hand-drawn bills stored in art-full vaults in schools across the country,
bringing the bills to Congress fbr an equal exchange of real cash to help New Orleans become
healthy

Children Draw Social Capital

The implementation <'tf Operation: Pavdirt takes two lorms: the means - the Fundred
Dollar Bill Project (Chin 2006; www.fundred.org) and the method - lhe Big Mud
Action Plan. The Fundred DoLLar BiLl Project, led by Mel Chin and his team, is a
nationwide educational art and performance program organized to literally 'make'
the money needed to remediate an estimated 86,000 residential properties aff'ected
by lead in Ncw Orleans (Fig. 20.4). With a goal of producing the equivalent of the
$300 million dollar project cost, the hand drawn bills will be brought to the Capitol
to request "an evcn exchange o1 art fbr money" (Chin 2006) - a hundred for every
fundred. Studies show that fbr every dollar spent controlling lead hazards, at lcast
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$17 would be rcturned in health benefits, increased IQ, higher lif'etime earnings, tax
revenues, lower special education costs and reduced criminal activity (Gould 2009).
To give voice to thousands of lead-poisoned children, Fundred has created a com-
munal web, on the internet and on the ground in hundreds of schools across the
country, instigating collaboration between people who may not be neighbors geo-
graphically but who are connected socially.

The Fundred DoLlar BiLl Project has creatcd a network of social interaction,
of'fbring a fundraising mechanism as well as providing a fbrum fbr sharing scientific
research and operational methods that are applicable to other citics whose soils
contain lead at levels considered hazardous to human health. Positioned as an
innovator amongst other citics' lead-safe programs, New Orleans could play a
national role in the fight against lead poisoning (e.g. The Worcester Roots Prqect).
When the artful armored car traveling across the U.S. delivers the social capital in
the hrrm of fundred dollar bills to Congress for the equal exchange of the t'ederal
administration's investment, Lhe Big Mud engines prepared i<tr Operation: Paydin
will be started.

Regeneration Comes in All Sizes: Extra Small to Extra-Large

The down and dirty part of Operation: Paydirt's implementation in New Orleans is
the Big Mud Action Plan,led by the author and students tiom University of Virginia.
Big Mud proposes a strategy fbr a city-wide landscape recovery maneuver that con-
siders the multiple physical and social scales within which cities function. A robust
network of city sites comprises an urban landscape fiamework for the distribution
of materials at thc nested scales of the Bi6 Mud system (Fig. 20.5).

Beginning with extra large (XL) industrial scaled'Mud Depots', the active
ingredients of sediment, phosphate amendments and plants arc first stockpiled
then trucked into lead-laden neighborhoods (Fig. 20.6). Large-sizcd (L) storm-
damaged sites such as schoolyards are strategically targeted for soil remediation
and replanting. These 'Mud Markets' provide places where unemployed storm
survivors are educated as members of a 'Job Krewe' to not only remediate lead
soils, but to become part of a work furce for the city's larger recovery plan. 'Mud
Squares'and demonstration lots (M+S) play a central role in neighborhoods
where residents can have their soil tested by local university scientists and students
(www.nof aunleaded.org), and have the Big Mud recipe demonstrated fbr usc on
their (XS) property (Figs. 20.7 and 20.8).

The Big Mud Action PLan is also conceived as a social network fbr uniting
community action and dispersing information about the challenges and solutions
to improving the environmental health of New Orleans. The Vacant and lallow
properties ol many sizes, claimed as community resources fbr a lead-saf'e New
Orleans, could evolve over time into a renewed infiastructurc o1 equitably distributed
socio-economic assets. To regenerate New Orlcans with healthy landscapes that
could range fiom vital city parks to productive community redevelopment parcels,
Operation: Paydirt ofl'ers a social and ecological recipe fbr just ground.
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SITE SCALES
XS: Neighborhood Yard
S: Demonstration Sile
M : Mud Square

I L: Mud Market

I xt-: Mud Depot

Fig. 20.5 Big Mud Action Plan: As the opcrative counterpart of rhe Fundred Dollar Bill Project,
Big Mud is a community-based design strategy lor on-the-ground implementation of Operatiort:
Paydirt. A constellation of sites ranging from extra large industrial supply centers to extra small
backyards is orchestratcd fbr collecting the remedial active ingredients and distributing them to the
thousands of contaminated properties throughout the city

['ig. 20.6 (XL) Mud Depots + (L) Mud Markets: In cooperation with the Army Corps, city agencies
and local contractors, extra large distribution 'Mud Depots' employ inactive industrial sites or
fallow infrastructural land for stockpiles of active ingredients. Large 'Mud Markets' reoccupy
abandoned sites within neighborhoods to provide a local lead-safe supply, evolving into community
parks and other types of socio-economic asscts when thejob is done
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Fig.20.7 (M) Mud Squares + (S) Demonstration Sites: Mediurn-sized empty parcels provide a
ncighborhood sourcc lbr active ingredients and a center ior community action where local organi-
zationsandcitizcngroupsl"aketheleadof Operati.ort: Paydirt. Smallerlotsserveasdcmonstration
sites where homeowners, local university scientists and students can lcarn about thc proccss ol'
creating a healthy landscape

F'ig. 20.8 (XS) Neighbor's Yards: With the help of residents and out-of'town volunteers, thc
newly-employed 'Job Krewc' installs the phosphate amendment to lock the lead in place (Ryan
et al. 2004) and then loads a layer of clean sediment (Mielke et al. 2000) fbr the final topping ol
vegetation. With the regenerative system in place, Operatirn: Pct),dirt transf'ers its eftbrts to a
locally supported initiative lor rcbuilding New Orleans from below the ground up
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